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BACKGROUND

PLATFORM

TensorFlow
● Open source machine learning framework in Python
● Supports many different deployment platforms from 

clusters to mobile devices
Model-Integrated Computing
● The process of using domain specific abstractions for 

developing systems or applications
● The domain specific model (DSM) is at the center of 

the workflow
● Developed to aid in the design and implementation of 

complex systems
WebGME

● An MIC framework for creating domain specific 
development environments

● Cloud-based infrastructure
● Provides a number of useful features including 

version control and collaborative editing

Simplification
● Enforce domain semantics in visual editor
● Provide validation of layer inputs during design time
● Visual editors for architectures and pipelines; textual 

editors for custom layers and operation 
implementations

General
● Developed using WebGME
● Domain specific modeling language formalized from 

the Core Concepts (Figure 5)
● Supports extension with other deep learning libraries 

(or domain models)

Reproducibility
● Automatic version control for data, code and 

parameters guarantees that every state is 
reproducible

● Automatically tag branches when executing training 
or testing pipeline

● Data provenance for data and trained models

Rapid Development
● Collaborative editing support
● Supports training TensorFlow models
● Execution on connected computational resources
● Executing a training/testing pipeline caches 

intermediate data allowing individual jobs to be re-run 
without recomputation promoting rapid development

Figure 6: Editing a neural network 
architecture using the visual editor

Figure 7: Integrated version control 
makes any historical state reproducible 
and facilitates collaboration

● Core Concepts are the components of the DSML
● Operation - an atomic function, accepts inputs and 

produces outputs
■ Accepts named inputs and produces named outputs
■ Attributes are operation parameters set at design time
■ References are pointers to another artifact in the DSM

● Job - A running Operation
■ Contains information about the execution of an 

operation
■ Includes metadata such as plots and images

● Pipeline - Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of Operations
■ Represent a machine learning experiment
■ May include “Input” and “Output” operations 

● Execution - A running Pipeline
○ Created when running a pipeline
○ Maps every operation in the origin pipeline to a job

● Additional concepts provided for working with neural 
networks: Architectures and Layers

Figure 2: Editing a training operation 
with net and criterion references and a 
data input, trainset

Figure 3: Viewing a training job with 
real-time plotting feedback

Figure 4: (a) Editing a training and 
testing pipeline on CIFAR 10. (b) 
Monitoring the execution of the 
pipeline in (a)

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Formal specification of the 
language used in the DSM based 
on the provided core concepts
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The goal of this research is to develop a Software as a Service 
platform for applying deep learning within diverse scientific 
domains that integrates with existing cyberinfrastructure. 

This platform is also designed to promote simplicity, 
collaboration, and reproducibility. These design goals are 
supported through:
● Data provenance (including trained model artifacts)
● Integration with existing cyberinfrastructure

○ Computational resources such as Slurm and PBS
○ Data resources such as Globus Connect

● Real-time collaborative editing
● Integrated version control capabilities
● Extensible APIs

○ exposing an API for model analysis and introspection
○ enables using DeepForge via JavaScript and Python 

bindings

DeepForge is an open source platform for deep 
learning designed for promoting reproducibility, 
simplicity and rapid development within diverse 
scientific domains. This includes:
● Leverages strengths of Model-Integrated Computing to 

design a development environment for deep learning 
using WebGME

● Collaborative editing capabilities
● Integrated version control of code and data
● Distributes jobs over connected computational 

resources

Current research includes improving the 
capabilities of the neural network modeling 
environment, improved analysis and feedback of the 
neural network architectures, and extensible 
computational resource integration. These include:
● Improved neural network architecture support

○ Sequence-to-sequence prediction
○ Auxiliary classifier generative adversarial 

networks
○ Bidirectional recurrent neural networks

● Architecture analysis and feedback
○ Error detection
○ Dimensionality information

● Extensible computational resource integration
○ Extending the existing architecture to support 

modular computational resource integration


